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In two recent papers, Nirenberg [12, 131 has studied a very wide class of 
nonlinear elliptic equations by introducing two general techniques. The 
first of these techniques can be described roughly as follows: If the linear 
part of a functional equation is a Fredholm operator and if the nonlinear 
part of the functional equation is compact and suitably bounded then the 
Lyapunov-Schmidt technique (which is ordinarily used only for solving 
quasilinear equations or solving nonlinear equations locally) can be used to 
solve the functional equation. Our purpose here is first (Section 1) to describe 
Nirenberg’s technique in abstract form. (Nirenberg formulated the results 
explicitly only for elliptic equations. However, he points out [12, p. 601 that 
an abstract formulation can be made. So the purpose of Section 1 is chiefly 
organizational.) In Section 1, we also point out (in Theorems 2 and 4) a kind 
of corollary to Nirenberg’s theory which depends on using the fact that the 
topological degree of a certain map is zero. 
In Section 2, we apply the theory of Section 1 to the study of periodic 
solutions of ordinary differential equations. In Section 3, the theory is applied 
to the study of periodic solutions of functional differential equations. In both 
sections, the Cesari-Mawhin approach [2, 9, IO] is used to formulate the 
problem. (I am indebted to the referee for pointing out that the original 
discussion given in Section 2 could be generalized to the present form.) 
Finally, in Section 4 we apply the theory of Section 1 to obtain some further 
results for the elliptic equations studied by Nirenberg. 
As might be expected we obtain the most extensive and explicit results for 
the simplest problem, i.e., periodic solutions of ordinary differential equations. 
The discussion in Section 4 is very brief because it is intended as a note for 
Nirenberg’s paper [12], and, hence, we use the notation, terminology, and 
results of [12] without giving detailed references. 
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Office (Durham) (Grant No. DA-ARO-D-31-124-72-G69) and partly by a Rutgers 
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There seem to be many possible further applications of Nirenberg’s 
techniques because, corresponding to any quasilinear functional equation 
to which the Lyapunov-Schmidt technique can be applied, there is a 
functional equation with bounded nonlinearity to which Nirenberg’s 
technique can be applied. In presenting such applications, the main 
problem would be to choose applications which show significant differences. 
I am indebted to Professor M. Fitzpatrick and Professor L. Nirenberg 
for a very useful comment about the topology in Section 1. 
1. ABSTRACT FORMULATION OF NIRENBERG’S WORK 
Let X, Y be Banach spaces and consider the equation 
(K + R)x = 0, (l-1) 
where K is a Fredholm operator of nonnegative index from X into Y, R 
is a compact transformation from X into Y, and x E X. We use the following 
lemma from linear space theory. 
LEMMA 1. Let F, G be subspaces of a Banach space E such that F ispnite- 
dimensional and G is closed and IzasJinite codimension. Then there exist subspaces 
F closed and G finite-dimensional of E that are complementary to F, G, 
respectively, i.e., if x E E, then there exist unique decompositions 
x=u+ii, 
x=v+q 
where UEF, ~zEF, VEG, SET. (We write E =F@Fand E = G@e.) 
The mappings 
PI : x--t 21, 
Pz : x + ii, 
P3 : x + v, 
P4 : x + @, 
are linear and continuous, Also (P$ = Pi for i = 1, 2, 3,4, i.e., each 
P5 (i = 1, 2, 3,4) is a projection. 
Proof. These statements are special cases of standard theorems. See, e.g. 
[6, p. 651 and [14, p. 2421. 
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Let X0 be the null space of K. Since X0 is finite-dimensional, there is a 
closed subspace X1 of X such that X1 is complementary to X0, i.e., if x E X, 
then 
x = x1 + x0 (unique), 
where xl E x1, x,, E X,, . Denoting x by (xl, x0), we may rewrite (1.1) as 
or 
(K + R)W, 4 = 0 
K(xl, 0) + R(xl, x0) = 0. (1.2) 
Since K is a Fredholm operator, then if Y1 denotes K(X), there is a finite- 
dimensional subspace Y,, of Y such that Y,, is complementary to Yr. Let 
El, E0 be the projections of Y on Yl, Y,, , respectively. Applying El and E, 
to (1.2), we obtain 
K(d, 0) + ElR(xl, x,,) = 0, (1.3) 
E,R(xl, x0) = 0. (l-4) 
Since K is a bijective map from x1 to Yl, then K has a continuous linear 
inverse K-l on Yl. Applying K-l to (1.3), we may rewrite (1.3) and (1.4) as 
l 
(xl, 0) + K-lEIR(xl, x,,) = 0, (1.5) 
EoR(xl, x0) = 0. (1.6) 
Now we impose the following hypotheses on transformation R. 
(H-1) There is a positive constant D such that if (x1, x0) is a solution 
of the equation 
(x1, 0) + tK%?PR(xl, x0) = 0, (1.7) 
where t E [0, I], then (I(+, O)ll < D. 
(H.2) There is a positive constant M such that if 1) x0 (1 > M and if 
)I x1 I] < D, then 
II WW, xo>ll f 0. 
(Hypotheses (H.l) and (H.2) imply that there is an a priori estimate on the 
solutions of (1.1.) 
LEMMA 2. If there is a positive constant C such that for all (9, x,,) E X, 
II &x1, xdll -c C> 
then hypothesis (H.l) is satisfied. 
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Proof. If (x1, x,,) is a solution of (1.7), then 
W, W = II --tK-‘Wl, xo)ll < II K-l II II El II C. 
Now let A%: X x [0, I] -+ X1 @ Y. be defined by 
where 
and 
51 = x1 + tK-vPR(Xl, x0) 
%. = E,,R(txl, x0). 
For fixed f E [0, l] denote .M/X x {f} by dr. Since the index of K is non- 
negative, dim Y,, < dim X0 . Hence x1 @ Y,, can be regarded as a subspace 
of X = x1 @ X0 and mapping & can be regarded as a mapping from 
X X [0, 11 into X. Let 
and let a(&) denote the point set boundary of d. The set d is the closure of 
a bounded open set in X, and we have the following lemma. 
9 
LEMMA 3. A{a(s) x [O, l]} c x - (0). 
Proof. This follows at once from (H.l) and (H.2). 
Let m be the map from the unit sphere with center 0 in X0 into the unit 
sphere with center 0 in Y,, defined by 
-vK4 Jfx,) 
m: X0 - )I Ea(O, Mxo)/~ * 
THEOREM 1. If the index of K is zero and if the degree of m is nonzero, 
Eq. (1.1) has a solution. 
Proof. From the definition of Leray-Schauder degree, it follows that the 
degree of m is equal to deg,,(A?,, , 8, 0) ( i.e., the Leray-Schauder degree of 
A0 at 0 and relative to 8). By Lemma 3, deg,,(Ao , b, 0) = deg,s(.M, 8, 0). 
THEOREM 2. If the index of K is zero, if the degree of m is even [zero], if 
Al(O) = 0 and the topological index of Al at 0 is odd [nonzero], then Eq. (1 .l) 
has a nonzero sol&m. 
Proof. Since the degree of m is even [zero], then deg,,(.M, B, 0) is even 
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[zero]. The conclusion follows from the additive property of the degree 
(Leray and Schauder [S]). 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose there is a neighborhood N of 0 such that if 
(xl, x0) E./v then 
where LZZ is a linear continuous transformation from X into X such that there 
exists (K + &)-l and 99 is a continuous transformation from JV into X such that 
Suppose the index of K is zero and the degree of m is even. Then Eq. (1.1) has 
a nonzero solution. 
Proof. We show that the topological index of A1 is fl. The proof then 
follows from Theorem 2. In X, Eq. (1.1) may be written 
(K + =4(x1, x,,) + %x1, xo) = 0 
or 
(xl, x0) + (K + &)-l &7(x1, x,,) = 0. 
The mapping [I + (K + LzZ)-‘~ is one-to-one in a neighborhood X1 of 
the origin where M1 C .X. Let 3? be the linear mapping 
St-: (xl, x(j) --+ (Kxl, x0). 
Then there exists X-l a linear continuous mapping and 
.M&q = x-l(K + A)[I + (K + A)-%q. 
Hence, .M1 is one-to-one in a neighborhood of the origin and, therefore, 
has topological index fl (Leray [6]). 
THEOREM 3. If the index of K is positive and if the stable homotopy class 
of m is nontrivial, then Eq. (1.1) has solution. 
Proof. By Nirenberg’s Proposition 1 [12, p. 591, the map .&J&Y is 
essential. (See Granas [4].) 
THEOREM 4. If the index of K is positive, if (.MJxl @ Y,)(O) = 0 and 
the topological index of d?,jx1@ Y, is non.zero, then Eq. (1.1) has a nonzero 
solution in X1 @ Y, . 
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Proof. The proof follows by the same argument as in the proof of 
Theorem 2 if we show that degLs(AO/X1 @ Y,, , d n (X1 @ Y,,), 0) is zero. 
Since m is a mapping from the unit sphere in X,, into the unit sphere in Ya , 
i.e., a proper subset of the unit sphere in X,, , then the degree of m is zero. 
Hence, regarding Y, as a (proper) subspace of X,, , it follows that the degree 
of m/Y,, is zero. (I am indebted to Professor M. Fitzpatrick and Professor 
L. Nirenberg for pointing out this last implication to me.) Hence, 
deg&G’O/X1 @ Ya , d n (X1 @ Y,,), 0) is zero. 
COROLLARY 4. Suppose the index of K is positive and suppose there is a 
neighborhood N of 0 such that if (x1, x,,) EN, then 
where & is a linear continuous transformation from X into X such that there 
exists (K + -01)-l and 9? is a continuous transformation from JV into X such tkat 
Then Eq. (1.1) has a nonzero solution. 
Proof. The same kind of argument as used in the proof of Corollary 2 is 
applicable. 
Remark. In the discussion which precedes Theorems 1-4, it is not 
necessary to require that the index of K be nonnegative. However, if the 
index of K is negative then studying the homotopy class of mapping m does 
not seem to yield useful results because the homotopy groups 7rm(D), where 
m < 71, are all trivial. (See Hu [5]). 
2. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We consider the n-dimensional T-periodic system 
2 = 4)x + f (6 4, (24 
where A is a continuous matrix function, f is continuous for all real x, and t 
and f satisfies the condition: 
(A.l) There is a positive number ii? such that 
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Let Cr be the Banach space of functions 
x: R -+ Rn, 
where R and Rn denote the real numbers and real Euclidean n-space, 
respectively, which are continuous on R and have period T and norm 
11 x (1 = max,[,,rl \ x(t)\. Let P, I - Q be projections of Cr onto the null space 
and the range of the operator d/dt - A. Since P(Cr) and Q(Cr) have the same 
finite dimension, then if 
is an isomorphism, it follows from a result by Mawhin [I 1, Theorem 3.11 
that the T-periodic solutions of (2.1) are the solutions of the equation in Cr 
x-Px=[JQ+K(I-Q)]Fx, (2.2) 
where K is the inverse of the restriction of d/dt - A to (I - P) C, and 
Fx =f(*, x(.)). 
By Lemma 2, it follows from condition (A.l) that Eq. (2.2) satisfies hypothesis 
(H.l) with a constant D. 
Now we impose the following additional condition: 
(A.2) There is a positive constant R, such that if x(s) E Cr and if 
1 X(S)/ > RI for all s E [0, T], then 
H-‘(T) aa’H( T) 1’ H-l(s) f(s, x(s)) ds # 0, 
0 
where H(t) is a fundamental matrix of 
Ji = A(t)x 
such that H(0) is the identity matrix and a = (al,..., 01~) is an orthonormal 
basis for the null space of I - H*(T) where H*(T) is the adjoint of H(T) 
and 01’ is the transpose of 01. 
LEMMA 4. Equation (2.2) satisjies hypothesis (H.2). 
Proof. Hypothesis (H.2) for Eq. (2.2) is: There is a positive constant M 
such that if (1 Px (1 > M and I\(1 - P)x j( < D, then 
But PJQ = JQ and PK(I - Q) = 0 (because PK = 0; see Mawhin [ll, 
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page 6131). So it is sufficient to show that if [j Px /I > M and il(I - P)x (1 < D, 
then 
QQ) # 0. 
But by Bancroft, Hale, and Sweet [l, pp. 51-521 
(QFx)(t) = H(t) H-l(T) dH(T) (T-l p-l(s)f(s, x(s)) ds). 
Hence, by condition (A.2) it follows that it is sufficient to show that there 
exists a positive constant M such that if 11 Px 1) > M and }/(I - P)x 11 < D, 
then 
for all t E [0, T]. 
I ~(41 > 4 (2.3) 
First, it is easy to show, by use of standard arguments, that there is a 
positive constant k such that if x E P(C,), then for all t E [0, 2’1, 
I x(t)l t h II x II- 
Hence, 
I401 2 @)(t)l - IV- PM WI 
2 h II 3% II - IlV - p>x II. 
Hence, if (1 Px 11 = RI + D + e/K, where E > 0 and ![(I - P)x [j < D, then 
(2.3) is satisfied. This completes the proof of Lemma 4. 
THEOREM 5. Assume that conditions (A.l) and (A.2) are satisjied. If 
x0 E C, and 
x0 = x01 4 xc, 
where x0, = Px, and x0” = (I - P) x0 , let So be the mapping dejined by 
x0: x01 -+ H(t) H-l(T) acd’N( T) (T-1 joT H-l(s) f(s, x01) dig. 
If B is a ball in P(C,) with center 0 and radius exceeding M and ;f 
deg(So , B, 0) # 0, then (2.1) h as a periodic solution. (If f (t, 0) + 0, the 
periodic solution is nontrivial.) 
Proof. Direct application of Theorem 1 to Eq. (2.2). 
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Now let AI be the map from xsl + x01 E Cr into Cr defined by 
~0’ -+ 4 + (I- f’)UQ + K(I - Q>l J’(x,, + ~9 
= xo’ + K(I - Q)Qol + xd> 
xol - JQF(xol + ~0~). 
Then a direct application of Theorem 2 yields the following theorem. 
THEOREM 6. Assume conditions (A.l) and (A.2) are satisfied. Let so and B 
be defined as in Theorem 5. If deg(Zo , B, 0) is even [zero] and AI(O) = 0 
and the topological index at 0 of 4, is odd [nonzero], then Eq. (2.1) has a 
nonzero solution. 
The question of how to study the topological index at 0 of A1 is partially 
answered by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose there is a number N > 0 such that ifI\ x jJ < N, then 
F(x) = 2’~ + G(x), 
where 2’ is a linear continuous transformation from C, into C, and G is a 
continuous transformation from C, into C, such that 
,&II G(x)ll/ll xI! = 0. 
Assume also that the linear transformation from C, into C, defined by 
(2.4) 
is one-to-one. Then the topological index of Al is f 1. 
Proof. Since the transformation defined by (2.4) has the form I + C 
where C is linear and completely continuous, then since the transformation 
is one-to-one, it has an inverse and the conclusion of the theorem follows 
from the definition of topological index and the fact that the topological 
index of I + C is &I. 
COROLLARY 7. Suppose there is a number N > 0 such that if 11 x (1 < N, 
then for t E [0, T], 
f(t, 4 = wx + g(t, 4, 
5W/I4/3-I3 
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where B is continuous and has period T, g(t, x) has period T in t and 
,t,‘,yo I & xN/l x I = 0 
uniformly in t. Then if H(t) is a fundamental matrix of 
3i: = [A(t) + B(t)]x (2.5) 
such that H(0) = I, the identity matrix, and if the matrix H(T) - I is non- 
singular, the topological index at 0 of Al is f 1. 
Proof. If H(T) - I is nonsingular, then the equation 
k = [A(t) + B(t)]x 
has no nontrivial solutions of period T. Hence, the equation 
x-Px==[JQ+K(I-Q)]Bx 
has x = 0 as its only solution in C, . Hence, if I/ x/j is sufficiently small, 
Eq. (2.2) can be written as 
(I + C)x + Gx = 0, 
where C is linear, completely continuous, (I + C) has an inverse, and G is 
higher order. Then the topological index at 0 of I + C + G, and, hence, of 
dl, is il. 
Remarks. 
(1) Notice that the term A(t) + B(t) is not just a small perturbation 
of A(t). 
(2) Even if, in a neighborhood of the origin, the function f in Theorem 7 
and Corollary 7 has no first order terms, it may be simple, in special cases, 
to show that the topological index at 0 of .Mr is odd. For example, if in a 
neighborhood of 0, f consists of third order terms and terms of order four 
and higher and if an appropriate nonzero condition is satisfied, then the 
topological index at 0 of JY~ is odd. 
COROLLARY 7a. If the hypotheses of Theorem 7 or Corollary 7 are satisfied 
and if deg(SO , B, 0) is even, then (2.1) has a nontrivial periodic solution. 
THEOREM 8. If condition (A.l) is satisfied, if deg(&r , BL , 0) is even 
where B1 is some ball in IF with center 0, and zf the hypotheses of Theorem 7 or 
Corollary 7 are satisfied, then (2.1) h as a nontrivial periodic solution. 
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Finally, we consider the question of how to determine if deg(XO, II, 0) 
is even. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose that condition (A.l) is satisfied, and suppose that 
H(T) = I, the identity matrix. Suppose further that there exist positive 
constants r, , r2 , r, , and MI such that r2r3 > gI and such that if 1 x ) > r, , 
then 
f(t, 4 = go, 4 + W(x) W), 
where W(x) is a matrix and 
and 
W,, I At, 41 < %/T m=, II[W41-1 II 
1 l’ [H(s)]-l h(s) ds 1 = r2 . 
AlsoifIxI >rlr W(x) commutes with [H(s)]-l for all s E [0, T] and ;f v is 
the vector 
then 
I 
T [H(s)]-’ h(s) ds, 
0 
1 W(x)v 1 2 r3 j v ) = r,r, . 
Finally suppose there exists a component of W(x)v which is nonzzro for all x 
such that 1 x ) > r, . Then condition (A.2) is satisfied and ;f B is a ball in R” 
with center 0 and radius exceeding rl , deg(Xo , B, 0) = 0. 
Proof. Since H(T) = I, X0 becomes 
20: x01 - (1 /T) H(t) lT FWI-” f (s, xoJ ds. 
Direct computation shows that (A.2) is satisfied. Since one component of 
W(x)v has constant sign for all x such that 1 x ] > r, , then deg(sO, B, 0) = 0. 
THEOREM 10. If conditions (A.l) and (A.2) are satisfied and if there 
exists a positive number r > RI and a component of 
H(t) LT WW’f (s, 4 ds 
such that the component is nonzero for all xol such that 1 x0, 1 > r, then 
deg(Zo , B, 0) is zero ;f B is a ball in IEn with center 0 and radius exceeding r. 
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3. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
We consider the n-dimensional functional differential equation 
* = 44 4 + g(t, 4, (3.1) 
where x(f) is a continuous function from R, the real numbers, into Rn and xt 
denotes the function x(t + s) where --7 < s < 0 and T is a fixed nonnegative 
number. We impose the following conditions on (3.1): 
(B.l) h(t, y) is a continuous map from R x C (where C denotes the 
Banach space of continuous functions from [--7,O] into Rn with the usual 
norm) into R* and is continuous in t uniformly on bounded sets in C. Also 
h is linear in y and h has period T in t. (It follows that h takes bounded sets 
into bounded sets.) 
(B.2) The equation 
bt = h(t, XJ 
has nontrivial solutions of period T. 
(B.3) g(t, y) is a continuous map from R x C into Rn andg is uniformly 
continuous on sets of the form R x B where B is a bounded subset of C, g 
has period Tin t and there is a positive constant cc4 such that 
Now let C, be the Banach space of functions 
x: R -+ R”, 
which are continuous on R and have period T and with norm 
Let P, H be the operators introduced by Cesari [2] and discussed by Mawhin 
[9], and let L and G be the maps from C, into C, defined by 
L: x(t) -+ h(t, XJ, 
G: x(t) -+ g(t, xt). 
LEMMA 5. Equation (3.1) has a solution x(t) of period T if and only if x(t) 
is a solution of the equation 
x - Px - P[L(x) + G(x)] - H(I - P)[L(x) + G(x)] = 0 
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x-[P+PL+H(I-P)L]x-[PG+H(I-P)Gjx=O. (3.2) 
Proof. This is a special case of a result of Mawhin [lo, Theorem 11. 
Since P + PL + H(I - P) L + PG + H(I - P)G is a compact operator 
(see Mawhin [9, p. 2441) and P + PL + H(1 - P)L is a linear compact 
operator, Eq. (3.2) is an example of Eq. (1.1) for which the mapping K has 
the form I - F where F is linear compact. By condition (B.2) and Lemma 5 
(with G taken equal to zero) it follows that the null space of K is nontrivial. 
Hence, K is a Fredholm operator with index zero. 
Let E, be the projection of C, on the complement of the range of the 
mapping 
I-P-PL- H(I-P)L. 
We impose the conditions: 
(B.4) There exists a positive number i? such that if ) x J > R, then 
Eo[P + H(I - p)] G(x) # 0. 
(B.5) There is a positive number 17 such that if [j x (/ < T, then 
PG(x) + H(I - P) G(x) = Z(x) + g(x), 
where 2 is a linear continuous transformation and 
Also we assume that the transformation 
I-P-PL-H(I-P)L-2.Y (3.3) 
is one-to-one. (If, for example, g(x) = NX where N is a real number such 
that N > Ij P + PL + H(I - P)L 11, this last condition is satisfied.) 
LEMMA 6. Suppose that there exists a positive number , such that if 
II Y II 3 ro 3 the-n 
& r> = a 39 + 411 Y wo 3 
where y. E CT is such that 
EoP + WI - p)] Y,, # 0. 
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(It is easy to show that such a y,, exists.) Also there exists a positive constant d 
such that 
And 1 is a bounded continuous mapping from the nonnegative reals into the real 
numbers and there is a positive number r1 such that $7 r > rl , then 
Then condition (B.4) is sat@ed and the mapping m associated with Eq. (3.2) is 
such that deg(m, B, , 0) is zero if B2 is a ball in E&r with center 0 and radius 
exceeding max(r,, , rl). 
Proof. Straightforward computation. 
THEOREM 11. If conditions (B.l), (B.2), (B.3), and (B.5) are satis$ed 
and if the hypotheses of Lemma 6 are satisfied, then (3.1) has a nontrivia, 
periodic solution. 
Proof. This is a direct application of Corollary 2. 
THEOREM 12. Suppose that conditions (B.l), (B.2), (B.3), and (B.5) are 
satisjed and suppose there is a positive number r, and a component of 
E,,[P + H(I - P)]G (x,,), where x,, is in the null space of 
I-P-PL-H(I-P)L, 
which is always nonzero if 11 x0 jJ 2 r, . Then (3.1) has a nontrivial periodic 
solution. 
Proof. Direct application of Theorem 2. 
4. SOLUTIONS OF A SPECIAL CASE OF NIRENBERG'S PROBLEM 
We indicate briefly how Corollaries 2 and 4 can be applied to obtain the 
existence of a solution for two special cases of the nonlinear elliptic equation 
studied by Nirenberg in [12] and [13]. We follow the terminology, notation, 
and equation numbering in [12] and study the boundary value problem 
Lu = g(x, u) in 9, Bu = 0 on r. 0)’ 
THEOREM 13. In addition to the hypotheses imposed in [12] we make the 
following assumptions: 
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(C.l) There exists 7 > 0 such that if j/ u Ij < 7, then 
g(x, 4 = 4x)u + 4% 4, 
where x E g, u E X,, , 6(x, u) E X0 and 
/igo II b(x, u>ll/ll u II= O 
uniformly in x where 1) // denotes the norm in X0, and the only solution of the 
boundary value problem 
Lu = a(x)u in 9, Bu = 0 on r 
is zero. 
(C.2) The index of L is zero. 
(C.3) At least one of the expressions 
&(a) = ~.,<, h+w,l dx + s..,, h-w,l dx (a = l,--> d*), 
say 01 = k, has the property that there exists r3 > 0 such that for all a with 
Ial >Y,> it is true that dk(a) is nonzero (and, hence, that the topological 
degree at 0 of the mapping described by the (ba(a)‘s is zero). Then (1)’ has a 
nontrivial solution. 
Proof. The equation in [12, p. 671, 
T[uo > a] = 0 (22) 
is a special case of Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6) in Section 1. That hypothesis (H.l) is 
satisfied is proved in [12, p. 661. Condition (C.l) implies that the topological 
index at 0 of the mapping A1 is + 1. Condition (C.3) implies that the degree 
at 0 of mapping T relative to the set C is zero. (Showing this requires results 
from [12] whose proofs are lengthly and technical.) The proof of Theorem 13, 
thus, follows from Corollary 2. 
Remarks. 
(1) In assumption (C.3), it is sufficient to require that 
p 3 R and that the topological degree at 0 of the mapping described by the 
&(a)‘~ be different from &l. 
CRONIN 
(2) Assumption (C.3) can be satisfied if a condition analogous to the 
hypothesis in Lemma 6 of Section 3 is imposed. 
THEOREM 14. Suppose the hypotheses imposed in [12] and assumption (C.l) 
are satisfied, and suppose that L has positive index. Then (1)’ has a nontrivial 
solution. 
Proof. The theorem follows from Corollary 4. 
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